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THE RACE AT CASE
One Leg of a Long Marathon
B
ythetimethis issue ofthe
NEWSLETTER ARRIVES IN YOUR 
HANDS, NOT ONLY WILL THE
Case Western Reserve University- 
hosted Vice Presidential debate
HAVE BEEN OVER FOR SOME TIME, BUT 
THE MAIN EVENT—THE PRESIDENTIAL 
ELECTION—WILL BE DECIDED AS WELL.
Most likely, a good majority of our readers are suffering 
post-election burnout regardless of how quickly or 
efficiendy what some have called “the most sigruficant 
election of our time” was decided. Without a doubt, it 
has been a trying and exhausting year for not only the 
campaigning candidates, but for the American people, 
too.
Naturally, the last thing the Center wants to do is add to 
one’s post-election fadgue, however, Robert Lawry, the 
Center’s director, moderated a terrific discussion on the 
day of the Vice Presidential debate at Case that we want 
to share with our readers. While the panelists made 
some predictions and discussed possible outcomes, what 
made this discussion so rich was the depth of examina- 
don and thoughtfulness that went in to both the ques­
tions asked by the audience and answers given by the 
panelists including suggestions that helped all who 
watched think a bit more broadly; something that can be 
difficult following an election as divisive and polarized as 
this one.
Hopefully, the discussion addressed in this article will
refresh your memory in a positive way. Perhaps it will 
remind you—^whether you are despairing, rejoicing, or 
somewhere in between— that these elected officials are 
here to serve you and your fellow Americans. In the last 
year, amid the husde and busde, sometimes it was hard 
to keep a hold of that litde fact: they serve us.
The panel gathered at the Weatherhead’s Peter B. Lewis 
building on October 5' 2004. The moderator, Robert 
Lawry, was joined by Case associates: Professor Sam 
Thomas, Banking and Finance, Weatherhead School of 
Management; Professor Michael Craw, Political Science; 
Michael Scharf, Professor of Law, and Director,
Frederick K. Cox International Law Center; and Dean 
May Wykle, Frances Payne Bolton School of Nursing. 
Even though the panel discussion set-up looked to be 
rather traditional in form, the panelists would be fielding 
questions in an undecidedly non-traditional way: the 
questions could come from everywhere. Yes, every­
where; from other rooms in the Peter B. Lewis building 
to across the country in another state.
In the time preceding the debate—dubbed the “The 
Race at Case,” by the university—excitement on campus 
was palpable. Fortunately for Case Western Reserve and 
northeastern Ohio, the rest of the country was eagerly 
awaiting this event, too. “In the past, not a lot of 
credence or credibility has been given to the vice- 
presidential debates,” explained Professor Craw. “This 
one is different. It’s a dead heat, and you couldn’t ask 
for two more different candidates in demeanor, history— 
even in looks!”
The audiences’ main topics of concern (healthcare; 
fighting terrorism; unemployment; globalization) were
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identical to the rest of the country, but the there was a 
reason the venue had been booked solid for a months. 
The lucky audience (both live and via the wonders of the 
Web) that day heard expert opinions from the former 
counsel to counter-terrorism and a activist nurse with a 
PhD, a knowledgeable public policy expert and a finance 
professor with some creative ideas on making sure we get 
in front of globalization.
Is it any wonder that questions about healthcare are 
posed to the candidates so frequendy? From the cradle 
to the grave, every single American, at one time in their 
lives will come in contact with some aspect of healthcare. 
“Rising health costs, increasing insurance and Medicare 
premiums—it’s all a worry in the country,” said Dean 
Wykle, the panel’s healthcare expert. In the process of 
answering most of the healthcare-related questions.
Dean Wkykle explained that she believed our health care 
agenda should include a “transformation” to affordable 
coverage. “There are forty-five million Americans 
without health insurance; many of these include many 
children and minorities,” she said. “There is a major 
health disparity here in America.”
Concerning the high cost of prescription medicine. Dean 
Wykle wondered if overuse of medication didn’t play a 
part in escalating costs. “But we need to make sure that 
the people who do need medication can get prescription 
drugs,” she added. “It may mean subsiding the costs.”
Next, she voiced concerns that she knew “wouldn’t be 
high on debater’s lists,” but were nonetheless vitally 
important to Americans health and healthcare. “For one, 
health education is gravely needed in our country,” she 
said. “My other big concern is that there is a shortage of 
nurses.” Like many other industries in the United States, 
Dean Wykle explained that the healthcare industry, too, is 
going overseas to look for workers, specifically nurses.
She urged the debaters to think about federal funding for
nursing programs as well as thinking about the important 
role that health professionals play in our society.
Professor Sam Thomas added that many of the prob­
lems with healthcare were to due to mispricing. Like in 
any other business situation, you have to “empower the 
customer and allow them to shop around,” he explained. 
“We need to get medical care to be deregulated, just like 
we deregulated telecommunications and banking.” He 
believes a lot of industries have been trapped due to 
regulation that has “gone wrong.”
When it comes that oft-talked about healthcare issue, 
malpractice insurance. Dean Wykle and Professor Tomas 
agreed on the core issue—agreeing that capping isn’t the 
answer—as well as on the fact that medical malpractice 
insurance would definitely part of the debate tonight. 
“Truly, there are cases where there is malpractice, 
whether it is intentional or not, where the victim de­
serves to have some remuneration,” said Dean Wkyle. 
“The question, however, is how much.”
“I’d be careful of reform that restricts our ability to sue 
people,” said Professor Thomas. “The main reason is 
that the legal system acts as an important check and 
balance on market activity. I’d be careful of tort reform 
that decrees limits because that’s not the way the system 
works. Professor Lawry added that a possible solution 
might be to use the worker’s compensation model— 
compensation would be given to people after expert 
review.
Close behind healthcare worries, you often find social 
security concerns. After a 13 year-old girl asked the 
panel if they thought there would be enough Social 
Security left for her generation. Professor Thomas gave 
the audience a little primer on Social Security’s prob­
lems—boiling it down to its simplest components: too 
many older people, and too few young people working 
and contributing into the system. “Since it is a closed
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domestic pay-as-you go system there’s this fear that it will 
come to a point where there won’t be enough money in 
the system to pay people who are drawing on it,” he said. 
He thinks there are two, unfortunately imperfect, ways of 
dealing with this crisis: import more young people to 
work here or cut benefits. And according to Professor 
Thomas, importing people isn’t as far-fetched as it 
sounds. “It would be quite productive if we could figure 
out a way of bringing immigration in as a tool of 
economic policy; after all cities like Cleveland were built 
by immigrants. We have a lot of empty buildings 
downtown and it would make a lot of sense to populate 
them with skilled immigrants,” Professor Thomas 
remarked during a question about globalization policy.
"So what are being proposed now are intermediary steps 
to reduce benefits in a way that’s palatable,” he explained. 
“The Republicans have talked about having a larger IRA 
kind of concept where payroll deductions are placed in 
tax-deferred accounts that you would manage like your 
401k.” But the problem stems from the two distincdy 
different ways people look at Social Security. “Some see 
it as a retirement planning device, but others see it as 
‘welfare’ for the elderly,” he explained. Naturally, 
depending on how one views Social Security determines 
how one will how to tackle the problems it faces; and 
regardless of the outcome of the election, we are a 
nation equally divided, not to mention the addition what 
Dean Wykle cited as “intergenerational conflict and 
friction about social security.” It was agreed tonight’s 
debaters would most likely dance broadly around the 
issue without giving many concrete solutions.
While healthcare, social security and other domestic and 
political issues were high on many peoples’ list, it will 
probably come as no surprise that the majority of the 
questions that night involved national security and 
terrorism. These questions came fast and furious—from 
the Patriot Act to proliferation of nuclear weapons. 
Professor Michael Scharf was certainly right when he 
told the crowd that “this election, more than any other 
election in recent history, see Americans rating national 
security as the most important topic.” Because of his 
expertise on the subject of national security—via his 
experience and “having top secret clearances and extra 
clearances on top of that”—Professor Scharf fielded 
many of the questions related to the topic.
An audience member asked if it was true that both 
candidates, as President and Senator respectively, would 
have had access to the same level of intelligence. Profes­
sor Scharf responded, “I know that what is shared— 
even with the Senate Intelligence Committee—is not the 
same level—the same breadth of material—that would 
have been fiinneled up to the president; certainly not the 
same material that Condeelza Rice would have had. 
Therefore what the administration has and had is 
substantially more than what the Senate was given.” And 
that “global test” we heard so much about? Professor 
Scharf explained that a global test, in the way Kerry 
meant it, was rather different thing than it was being 
portrayed by the administration. “It means: out own 
people and the people in our allied countries and their 
leaders getting enough evidence to agree that when we 
fight a war we are not fighting all by ourselves; and that 
we have an exit strategy,” he explained.
In fact. Professor Scharf sees America failing another 
“global test”—that of diplomacy. “We rushed to 
judgment and forced the hand of the world. Opinion 
polls have indicated that America is less popular now 
than at any other time in its entire history in more 
countries abroad. Even in the United Kingdom, vast 
majorities of people are very upset with the United 
States. Several countries felt that the process should have 
unfolded via the United Nations, allowing more time for 
the inspectors to go in while putting more pressure on 
Saddam Hussein to allow inspections to continue,” he 
said. However, in his travels abroad Professor Scharf 
has noticed that the anger is focused at the administra­
tion rather than at the American people. However, he 
added, “America has the chance to make everything all 
right (regarding the election), but if we make the ‘wrong’ 
decision, well then, they will say, ‘It’s not just Bush, it’s all 
of you, too. You’ve chosen this path.’ ”
In answering several questions on the “war on terror” 
Professor Scharf made it clear that we can not view the 
terror war in the same way we would view —for lack of a 
better term—“traditional” wars. “The war on terror has 
been going on forever. It’s asymmetrical because it is so 
much easier for a terrorist to strike than it is for us to 
have one hundred percent protection. It’s like the ‘wars’ 
on drugs or poverty. You have to fight, you have to be 
vigilant, but, truthfully, it is not a winnable war in a 
conventional sense,” he said. “One day, in what seemed 
to be a candid moment in an interview. Bush said, ‘The 
war on terror isn’t something that can be won, it’s 
something that can be managed.’ Interestingly, this is the 
same kind of thing that the Clinton administration and 
Madeline Albright had been saying for years. Truthfully,
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that was the most intelligent thing that party has said in 
this entire campaign.”
Contrary to what some believe. Professor Scharf does 
not think it is necessary to relinquish our civil liberties to 
fight this war either; and what he has seen happening 
lately makes him very uneasy. “When I was counsel to 
the Counter-Terrorism Bureau, we would have meetings 
with the Justice Department. In those meetings, we 
established a ‘wish list’ that gave more authority to the 
FBI—so that we could accomplish more for law enforce­
ment. But we realized that this ‘wish list’ was not going 
to be happen because it would trammel on any of the 
civil liberties, and there would be wide-spread opposi­
tion,” he explained. He was amazed to see his old ‘wish 
list’ reappear after 9/11. “The Patriot Act is the old wish 
list that we had developed years before. They took 
advantage of the disaster and the change of politics in 
order to try to get it implemented. In fact, very litde that 
is in the Patriot Act is geared toward stopping terrorism, 
most of it is geared towards drug trafficking.” He truly 
hopes that the parts of the Patriot Act “that injure our 
civil liberties” will be scaled back.
W^e most of the night’s questions were specific to 
certain issues. Professor Michael Craw thoughtfully 
answered the questions relating to the debate and the 
election more generally. Contrary to what some Ameri­
cans are worried about. Professor Craw does not believe 
that the United States has ever had “a major voting 
problem.” He does believe, however, “that there are 
states where the election is very, very close and any 
problems in any one of those states will get a lot of 
attention.” When an audience member wondered why 
there hadn’t been major reform in the way we vote. 
Professor Craw said he thought that the attacks on 
September 11, 2001 detracted people from looking at the 
problematic issues of the 2000 election. And what of 
the campaign ads from which we Ohioans can’t seem to 
escape? “In terms of the difference between campaign 
ads (from each one of the campaigns) and the other ads 
(from the 527s) is that the campaigns’ themselves have to 
be held more accountable for the things in their ads,” he 
explained. Professor Craw charged the media with the 
job of “policing the ads as well as reporting on the ads 
that are fallacious, explaining how they are fallacious.”
At the closing. Professor Lawry asked each of the 
panelists to comment of what they believed to be the 
most crucial issues of this historic election.
While Dean Wykle urged the candidates to find a way to
support policies that would provide “accessible, afford­
able, competent healthcare across the lifespan for 
Americans,” Professor Scharf worried about America’s 
precarious place in the world. “If you graphed our 
economic might, it is way up; if you graphed our military 
might, it is way up. Our diplomatic might ought to be 
way up too, but it’s at an all-time low. The challenge for 
whoever is president for the next four years is to shore 
that up,” he said.
Professor Thomas also worries about America’s place in 
the world—but from a different perspective. “We have 
fiscal policy, domestic policy, foreign policy; I would 
strongly suggestion that we need to have globalization 
policy,” he explained. “Once wealth starts permeating 
the world, they will start buying things and the lifestyle 
and tastes of Americans are the envy of the world—even 
though a lot of people argue that they hate us. In the 
spirit of democracy, capitalism and freedom, we should 
not begrudge poor people abroad for wanting to better 
their lives.”
Professor Craw marveled at the panelists’ ability to hit on 
many optimal policy solutions. Why can’t the candidates 
do the same? When it comes down to it, people would 
have to compromise. We hit barriers in terms of 
politics,” he said. “ So many of these are presented 
tonight are very practical, very nice solutions. I invite 
everyone to listen and pay close attention tonight— vote 
for the candidate that best represents your view.”
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Truth and Trust in a Time 
of Continuing Change
A talk by Caroline Whitbeck
On October 7, 2004, as part of the 
Baker-Nord Works-in-Progress 
SERIES, Caroline Whitbeck, the 
Elmer G. Beamer-Hubert H. 
Schneider Professor in Ethics and
DIRECTOR OF THE ONLINE ETHICS 
Center, gave a talk entitled: “Truth and Trust in a 
Time of (Continuing) Change.” The talk would touch 
on parts of a longer article which would be published in 
Physics Today (you can it read online at 
www.physicstoday.orgl.
It probably comes as no surprise that in research—like 
so many other cooperative endeavors in our society— 
trust and truth are critical, not only to getting good and 
honest results, but fostering good working relationships.
“Philosophers really didn’t give much attention to the 
concept of trust until Annette Baler’s breakthrough book 
Trust and Antitrust’,’ she explained. “Trust was mentioned 
a few times but really only in discussions about assur­
ance.
To explain the concept of trust. Professor Whitbeck 
used a line from that breakthrough book: “Trust is 
confident reliance. Professor Whitbeck explained, “You 
may be confident of something but have nothing at 
stake. For example, I am confident the Plain Dealer-orTs 
be published tomorrow, but it won’t matter either way.” 
Bringing reliance into it changes everything. Sometimes 
you must rely on something even though you may have 
lost confidence in it.
It goes without saying that all cooperative endeavors— 
like research— require trust to flourish. “Each collabo­
rator needs to trust that the other will do their bit to 
achieve the goals of their cooperative endeavor,” she 
said, adding, “even competitive endeavors are coopera­
tive. One cooperates in maintaining the standards of fair 
competition. More specifically, investigators must rely 
on the accuracy of published reports of methods and 
results and on the honesty, competency and conscien­
tiousness of their collaborators.” Also, Professor 
Whitbeck explained that “robust cooperation” requires 
more than just “blind or naive trust”—the trust needs to 
be “morally decent.”
Society needs to trust its professionals, and trustworthy 
professionals have two main elements: competence and 
concern. “There are no good alternatives to having 
trustworthy professionals, because both individuals and 
society must rely on the judgment and the discretion of 
the professional,” she said. ‘When trust is lost, a 
descending spiral can occur.”
In the 1980s, the United States scientific community 
examined such issues as falsification, fabrication and 
plagiarism, and tried to find ways of controlling it as well 
as reporting it and how to investigate it. In the 1990s, a 
shift occurred. “It turned to questions of trust and 
professional responsibilities of the investigators,” she 
added.
But now we are in a time of “continuing change,” 
Professor Whitbeck believes. And in times like these, 
people often lose their bearings. What do you do when 
what has worked for so long no longer does? In re­
search, this reluctance to deal with change seems espe­
cially precarious. “Some people do what they have done 
in past, which no longer may be appropriate and if that 
is impossible, some may just do nothing, while others 
will do what’s easiest and will cause the least uproar,” she 
said. “Yet others, in times of continuing change will do 
what is in one’s own competitive interest.”
Professor Whitbeck believes that as continuing change 
occurs, continuing examination of ethical standards 
should occur simultaneously. “It will not be enough to 
establish authoritative ethical guidelines for a profession 
as professions did formally. There will need to be 
constant reviews of standards and practices,” Professor 
Whitbeck explained.
Lasdy, she emphasized that this would need to be 
something that would have to take place across the 
board, at all levels: departments, fields, whole institutions. 
In conclusion she emphasized that “everyone will need 
skills in moral reflection.” What will not change 
however, is Professor Whitbeck’s tirless effort to educate 
those whoneed those skills.
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Religious Lawyering:
Professor Russell Pearce Keeps His Faith
When Professor Russell G. Pearce 
VISITED Case Western Reserve 
Univerity's School of Law to give 
THE William A. Brahms Lecture on 
Law & Religion "Religious Lawyer­
ing IN A Liberal Democracy: A 
Challenge and an Invitation,"
LAST March, perhaps a few were
THRILLED, SOME DISMAYED, AND 
MANY MORE CURIOUS.
After only the first few moment sof listening to Profes­
sor Pearce for the first time, it was clear that he wel­
comed the three groups equally—truly living up to the 
fitting adage: practice what you preach.
“Not only has Professor Pearce contributed to the 
understanding and advancement in the field of legal 
ethics, he is a nationally recognized leader in a relatively 
new field of scholarship called religious lawyering,” 
began Professor Robert P. Lawry, director of the Center 
for Professional Ethics at Case Western Reserve Univer­
sity. “Religious lawyering offers lawyers an opportunity 
to think about and work toward incorporating religious 
beliefs into their professional work. It’s an attempt to 
help lawyers! integrate who they are with what they do. 
He’s clearly one of the voices we need to hearas we think 
about this large complex topic.”
“As a lawyer and law professor I aspire to weave God’s 
torah into my work and to cling to God’s command­
ments,” began Professor Pearce. “I would guess that this 
statement will make some of you uncomfortable; in this 
lecture I hope to respond to your concerns. I will 
explain why increasing numbers of lawyers throughout 
the country are turning to religion to find meaning in 
their work; and how this development can advance the 
administration of justice without undermining the basic 
values of the liberal democracy.” When Professor Pearce 
became a law professor 1990, he had not given much 
systematic thought to the connection between his 
Judaism and his law practice. “I had seen some vague
connection to Judaism—wanting to fight poverty, 
wanting to be a civil rights lawyer; it was related to my 
obligation to be honest to treat my co-workers with 
respect.”
When he began teaching at Fordham, he ran into the 
scholarship of Professor Joseph AUegretti and Thomas 
Schafer, the father of today’s religious lawyering move­
ment. He was transfixed by both. “In his article, ‘Christ 
and the Code: The Dilemma of the Christian Attorney’ 
AUegretti wrote, ‘A Christian could: 1. reject being a 
lawyer as sinful; 2. could equate Christian values with 
legal matters; 3. could separate from Christian values 
from professional values; 4. draw on Christian values to 
transform the lawyers role.’ ” After he read AUegretti and 
Shafer, Professor Pearce “began to think more deeply 
about myself as a Jew.”
But when he went looking for kindred spirits in the guise 
of articles or research, he came up with Uttle that he felt 
direcdy related to him. “AU I could find were articles 
directed exclusively at orthodox Jewish audiences—and I 
am not an Orthodox Jew— or articles concerned with 
very narrow ethical issues; none were analogous to 
AUegretti and Shafer,” he explained. “So I decided that 
one day I would try to tackle the topic.” But somebody 
beat him to it. Professor Sanford Levinson came to 
Fordham to present a paper on identifying Jewish 
lawyers. While Professor Levinson came to New York’s 
Jesuit law school for critique of his paper from a Catho- 
Uc perspective—instead he found Professor Pearce. “I 
chaUenged him on the ground that his model excluded 
reform Judaism and a commitment to social justice.,” he 
remembered. “He invited me to write a response to be 
pubUshed with his article in Cardo:(0 ham Remm. To­
gether, with another response, these became the first 
comprehensive perspectives on Jewish lawyering in a 
mainstream law review and certainly the first to join the 
scholarly conversation begun by Shaffer and AUegretti.
Since then, however, the field has expanded dramaticaUy. 
“As same faith efforts expanded, so did interfaith 
projects. Although no authoritative survey exists, I can 
give you examples: Recognizing the continuing and rapid 
expansion of reUgious lawyering, two law schools.
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"Religious lawyering explains to lawyers
WHY THEY ARE MORALLY ACCOUNTABLE IN 
THEIR ROLE IN THE GOVERNING CLASS AND WHY
PERSONAL INTEGRITY AND CONSIDERATION OF
THE PUBLIC GOOD MUST BE PART OF CLIENT 
REPRESENTATION."
including my own have made an institutional commit­
ment to this area. In the year 2004, we created the 
Institute for Religion, Law and Lawyer’s Work to pro­
mote scholarship in the field, provide resources to 
religious lawyering groups. Professor Pearce doesn’t 
harbor any illusions about his specialty, however. “In 
some ways this emergence of the religious lawyering 
movement is quite surprising. To be blunt—religious 
lawyering is unprofessional,” he admitted. Elaborating 
on the meaning of religious lawyering, he said, “that it is 
not about respecting individual lawyers’ religious obser­
vances, rather, it means bringing religion into your work.” 
Although, the professor pointed out that “religious 
values such as public service, civility and honesty are 
values of professionalism.”
So, he asked, what then is the problem?
“What’s unprofessional about religious lawyering is the 
very idea that a lawyer bring her religion into her work,” 
he said. “There is a term called ‘bleaching out.’ Bleach­
ing out is described as professionalism requiring us to 
exclude all personal aspects of our self from our role as 
lawyers; including our morality and our religion. To 
function properly, the adversarial system requires that all 
parties receive equal representation. Thus lawyers 
function as extreme partisan; a lawyer’s religion, moral­
ity, race, gender, and other personal attributes should be 
irrelevant.”
If religious lawyering is unprofessional what explains its 
growing popularity? “It doesn’t appear that all of a 
sudden deeply religious people are rushing into the legal 
profession,” he said. “Neither does it appear that among 
lawyers there is a great awakening of religious fervor 
taking place. Rather, the religious lawyering movement 
consists of lawyers who are already religious and are, for 
the first time, able to consider the relevance of their 
religion in their work.”
He believes the reason all of this is happening now is 
because there is “what is commonly called the crisis of 
professionalism.” Professor Pearce noted it had begun 
Chief Justice Warren Berger’s famous report to the 
American Bar Association in 1984 that claimed that 
lawyers had betrayed their responsibility as professionals. 
“It is the collapse of what I called the business-profes­
sion dichotomy—a part of professionalism,” he said. 
“The dichotomy dates back to the Federalist Papers which 
argued that only an elite governing class could insure that 
majority rule and who would promote public good, 
preserve rule of law and protect minority rights. These 
elite were lawyers; they were the professionals who would 
serve this role. As Alexis De ToqueviUe observed, 
‘Lawyers were the de facto aristocracy of America.’ ”
Of course, some lawyers rejected this idea. “Their 
argument said that lawyers were nothing but hired guns 
representing clients,” he explained. Then, in the late 
1800s, a crisis arose. “Everyone complained that law had 
become business.”
The lawyers needed self-regulation, professionalism. 
Enter; the Bar Association. “Lead by ‘the best men,’ the 
Bar would: decide who could practice law; articulate 
ethical standards; and discipline violators. Professional­
ism, with the business-profession dichotomy, remained 
dominant until the 1960s. But after the 1960s, a crisis 
occurred,” he said. “Lawyers stopped believing they 
were professional governing class. Commentators 
declared: lawyers were just as selfish and greedy as 
everyone else—and most lawyers agreed. Nonetheless, 
the Bar continued to use the rhetoric of professionalism, 
especially when it protecting lawyers privileges, or as a 
cynic might say, ‘business interests.’ To make matters 
worse, the continued reliance on the rhetoric of profes­
sionalism makes lawyers feel ashamed of their business 
and conduct. It’s not surprising therefore, that many 
lawyers find this combination of a hired gun ideal and 
professionalism rhetoric to be unsatisfying.”
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The lawyers wondered: if they were no longer an 
altruistic governing class, what were they?
For people who are religious, religion would be a natural 
place to look for guidance in reconciling their personal 
and professional aspirations, believes Professor Pearce. 
“My explanation for the growth of the religious lawyer­
ing movement is quite simple. The legal profession’s 
failure to offer lawyers a satisfactory way to understand 
their role and responsibilities as caused them to look 
elsewhere. Religion offers religious lawyers a tool they 
can use to answer the question: how to be a good lawyer 
and a good person. And although the answers will 
differ—depending on the religion and individual—there 
will be answers.” He added, “It’s also a way to transcend 
the dichotomy between the noble profession and the 
selfish businessperson.”
As religion can provide inspiration to individual lawyers, 
religious lawyering also makes important contributions to 
society. Professor Pearce pointed out that lawyers “still 
control the judicial branch and lead the legislative 
executive branch, and in representing clients, they still 
serve as the primary intermediary between the people 
and the law.” Besides, he added, “Religious lawyering 
explains to lawyers why they are morally accountable in 
their role in the governing class and why personal 
integrity and consideration of the public good must be 
part of client representation.” However good it may 
seem to serve, religious lawyering means lawyers must 
abandon moral neutrality as well as engaging their clients 
in conversations regarding the morality of their conduct. 
Professor Pearce believes all of this is possible without 
changing any of the ethics rules—after all, the ethics 
rules today “permit lawyers to bring all considerations to 
bear.”
It’s right about here that people begin to get uncomfort­
able; however. Professor Pearce is mindful of this 
discomfort, and explained that he knows that religious 
lawyering has obvious limits. Religious lawyering, 
according to Professor Pearce, is not the sole answer to 
the crisis in professionalism. Specifically, he sees three 
issues with it: 1) does religious lawyering really make a 
difference—^what about all the religious people who do 
immoral things?; 2): Is religious lawyering unfair to 
clients?; 3) does religious lawyering poses a danger to 
liberal democracy?
He thinks the first issue is easily resolved. Yes, some will 
fall regardless of faith, but, he said, “Religious lawyering 
can make a difference to those lawyers who ground their 
morality in their religion.” The second issue, however, 
gets tricky. “In analyzing this issue, one could say that if 
the lawyer is aware of religious dimensions of an issue
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that might be relevant to the representation, it would be 
one thing (the Rules don’t expressly mention religion but 
refers generally to other non-legal factors that are 
relevant).” However, said Professor Pearce, if there is not 
relevance the issue is more difficult. “What if every time 
a client came into the office the lawyer decided to talk to 
him or her about the lawyer’s faith? Leaving aside how 
this would impact the lawyer’s business, this conduct 
doesn’t fall within the Rule 2.1,” he said. “However, it 
doesn’t mean that it is prohibited. I could find no 
specific rule that would prohibit a religious solicitation or 
a political solicitation in lawyer—client conversation. 
Nonetheless, I would have a problem with prostelyzing 
to clients as well as those other forms of solicitation in 
general because in most attorney-client relationships, the 
attorney is powerful and the client is vulnerable; a power 
imbalance exists. If the attorney and client develop a 
friendship, my answer might very well be different.”
And the third issue? “Now this objection carried a lot of 
punch,” admitted Professor Pearce. In fact, the 
professor shared a story about a conference at a panel 
where a distinguished lawyer and former Supreme Court 
Justice from Texas proclaimed to the panel the impor­
tance of his relationship with Jesus Christ. “A prominent 
New York judge walked out of the room and angrily said 
told me, ‘This is your fault. You have created a night­
mare.’ When we began the Institute of Religion, Law 
and Lawyer’s Work at Fordham, one of my friends on 
the faculty stopped speaking to me; a group of others 
went to the dean and demanded he end the funding 
immediately,” he remembered.
While “nightmare” might be too strong a word. Profes­
sor Pearce does have some concerns. “The majority 
religion is more than 90 percent Christian,” he explained. 
“The fear that society wiU make decisions based upon 
religion might see minority religions suffering and 
regarding non-believers—the fears maybe be even more 
well-founded. In a country where 95 percent of the 
public professed belief in God, significant numbers say 
they would not trust atheists. Many people fear that 
giving greater voice to religion will promote the right- 
wing agenda in the culture war.”
While Professor Pearce believes these fears are genuine, 
they’re not sufficient to reject religious lawyering.
“Almost aU political theorists do agree that in liberal 
democracy, citizens have the freedom to make personal, 
political decisions based on their religious convictions,” 
he said. “The appropriate expression of religious 
conviction in the public square is a subject of debate, but 
even assuming that the lawyer-client relationship is part 
of the public square—and this is still unclear—the 
debate implicates how religious lawyers discuss their
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religion, not whether they can appropriately ground 
their approach to lawyering in their rehgion. We are only 
able to maintain a liberal democracy because the religious 
people—the vast majority of Americans—have con­
cluded that their faith either requires liberal democracy, 
or are comfortable with it.” Professor Pearce also 
reminded the group that religious people have tradition­
ally been on the progressive and reactionary sides of 
social change; abolitionists, women’s suffrage and civil 
rights movements were all products of religious fervor.
Professor Pearce thinks that, as a community, lawyers 
must seek to improve their system. ‘We must strive 
together to manage those differences with the shared 
goal of the law,” he concluded. “In this effort, religious 
lawyering is an asset and not a liability. In a day when 
many believe that law is a business and no longer a noble 
profession, too many lawyers do not see a reason to 
devote time and energy to promoting the public good— 
and religious lawyering could provide a powerful anti­
dote.”
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News and Notes
Linda Ehrlich, 1996 Ethics Fellow and associate 
professor of Japanese and comparative literature, was 
asked to write an essay for the publication accompanying 
the 42nd Viennale retrospective of the films of KORE- 
EDA Hirokazu (Vienna, Austria, 15-27 October 2005). 
Her essay will be the only English essay in the retrospec­
tive, the largest retrospective of the award-winning 
Japanese filmmaker. Thanks to the College of Arts and 
Sciences website
Caroline Whitbeck's article “Trust and the
Future of Research” is out in the November issue of 
Physics Today. It is available online along with other 
articles concerning ethics. Please look for a discussion 
on the topic of this article on page 7 of this newsletter 
in the piece entitled: “Truth and Trust in a Time of 
Continuing Change.” Thanks to the College of Arts and 
Sciences website
APPE'S ANNUAL MEETING will be held in San
Antonio, Texas, Thursday, February 24 through Sunday, 
February 27, 2005 at the St. Anthony Hotel.
The Annual Meeting, open to Association members and 
nonmembers, welcomes persons from various disciplines 
and professions for discussion of common concerns in 
practical and professional ethics. The meeting provides 
an opportunity to meet practitioners, professionals and 
scholars with shared interests. Sessions will appeal to 
practicing professionals concerned with ethics and 
faculty who wish to incorporate ethical issues into their 
courses but lack training in ethics; those interested in 
ethics curriculum development; theoreticians in practical 
ethics; and scholars in specific areas of practical ethics.
For more information, please go to: 
http://www.indiana.edu/~appe/propram.html
Or contact: Andrea Elliott at: appe@indiana.edu or 
812-855-6450.
The Ethics and Social Responsibility in 
Engineering and Technology
Conference is June 9-10, 2005 and co-hosted by 
Gonzaga University and Loyola Marymount University, is 
calling for participation from academics and engineers 
active in the industry. The conference theme to be held 
in Los Angeles at the Marina del Ray Marriott is “Link­
ing Workplace Ethics and Education..” For more 
information please go to:
http-f / wwwgonsiaga.edu/ Academics! Continuing+Education! 
Current+Froffams/ Engneering+Ethics/ default.htm
The University of Portland's Garaventa 
Center for Catholic Intellectual 
Life and American Culture and the 
University of Notre Dame's Center for
Etiiiisand Culture invite your participation in a 
conference whose theme is Teaching, Faith, and Service: 
the Foundation of Freedom.
The theme of the conference is rooted in the identity of 
the sponsoring institutions as Catholic, Holy Cross, and 
American institutions of higher learning. The confer­
ence win focus the meaning of these truths on contem­
porary problems. Among the topics to be explored are: 
the intrinsic worth and dignity of every human being, the 
equitable distribution of the goods of the earth, the 
pursuit of just and lasting peace, the social responsibility 
of business, responsibility of mass media, the care of the 
earth, terrorism, abortion, war, pacifism, capital punish­
ment, children and poverty, physician assisted suicide, 
popular culture as transformative, the revitalization of 
colleges and universities, the pursuit of appropriate 
avenues of research, the development of technology to 
serve human flourishing. The conference welcomes 
submissions from scholars, graduate students, 
and undergraduates. One page abstracts for individual 
papers should be submitted by February 12, 2005. 
Abstracts may be e-mailed to Sinnamon 
Tierney at tierney@up.edu
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